Vertically-related courses in this subject field are: NEZP 101-NEZP 102. A maximum of 16 credits may be earned for vertical credit in any language in the Department of Modern Languages & Cultures.

NEZP 101 Elementary Nez Perce I
4 credits
Cross-listed with AIST 101
Pronunciation, vocabulary, reading, spoken Nez Perce, and functional grammar.

NEZP 102 Elementary Nez Perce II
4 credits
Cross-listed with NEZP 102
Pronunciation, vocabulary, reading, spoken Nez Perce, and functional grammar.
Prereq: NEZP 101.

NEZP 107 Beginning Nez Perce Conversation Lab
1 credit, max 2
Practice in listening comprehension and conversational skills at the beginning Nez Perce level. Graded P/F.

NEZP 201 Intermediate Nez Perce I
4 credits
Pronunciation, vocabulary, reading, spoken Nez Perce, and functional grammar.
Prereq: AIST 102 or NEZP 102.

NEZP 204 (s) Special Topics
Credit arranged.

NEZP 398 (s) Internship
Credit arranged.

NEZP 499 (s) Directed Study
Credit arranged.